Attention Press Maintenance Technicians

Are you currently replacing web detection sensors or running with non-operational sensors on your press? Do you know that ultrasonic sensor technology has changed dramatically over the years?

Six years ago QuadTech discontinued manufacturing the 2100 Series Web Detection System. Upon taking over the product line from QuadTech, U.S. Automation set out to improved the design of the existing Polaroid electrostatic transducer. By using a newly designed piezoelectric glass-epoxy encapsulated transducer and coupling it with an on-board microprocessor, U.S. Automation introduced the WebMax™ Ultrasonic Sensor to the web offset market. The WebMax™ sensor is virtually indestructible and will stand up to the harshest chemicals found in today’s print facilities.

**WebMax™ Retrofit Kits Now Available**

Right now you can upgrade QuadTech 2100 Series Web Detection Systems with the U.S. Automation’s WebMax™ Ultrasonic Sensor. The retrofit is simple, quick, and cost effective. Each retrofit kit is designed to be easily installed using your existing QuadTech web detection bar. If you have an non 2100 Series system or are just looking for a new system, please give us a call for WebMax™ pricing.

**Order Within 30 Days for a Double Bonus!**

- Receive a 10% discount on your order.
- Extended Warranty—we are so sure that you will find the WebMax™ sensor superior to any other on the market, we will extend the standard warranty from one to two years with your initial purchase.

**Order**

Part# WD-RETKIT-1K